Reagan's arms cut proposal giant step

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Ronald Reagan today proposed an across-the-board reduction in defense spending to $31.5 billion, or about $7.9 billion less than the budget projected for the next fiscal year.

The proposal was the first significant attempt by either President or Congress to cut defense spending since the Vietnam War.

Reagan said the cuts would be made in all parts of the defense budget, including procurement, research and development, and personnel.

He said the plan would save $11.5 billion over the next five years and $43 billion over the next 10 years.

He also said the cuts would be made without any increases in taxes.

The proposal was met with mixed reactions in Congress, where some lawmakers welcomed the cuts, while others expressed concern about the budget's impact on the nation's security.

---

Pillar peeper

Carson Wilson applies the finishing touches to Frank Lloyd Wright's buildings.

Detectives testify in Evans case: His reprimands lowered morale

By Michael Leon

Four of the five detectives who testified in the Evans case testified yesterday that they had been disciplined for their actions in the case, and that the reprimands had lowered their morale.

The detectives, who were called to the stand by the defense, said that they had been reprimanded for failing to follow proper procedures in the case.

One of the detectives, who is no longer with the department, said that he had been reprimanded for writing a report that was not accurate.

The detectives also said that they had been reprimanded for not following proper procedures in the case.

---

Smokeout halts some smokers' drags

By Mary Schuyver

A stop in the middle of the road.

There are many aspects of Mary Wilson's smoking that make her unique.

Like the taste in his mouth when he wakes up, but that doesn't stop him from smoking.

And the sensation of his lungs as he takes his first puff.

The weather.

Rainy.

The state of the Beulah has been described as "blowing in the wind," but that doesn't stop him from smoking.

He doesn't like his health, but he doesn't want to change it.
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Police contract negotiations stalled, mediator sought

By Warren Lacks
Staff Writer

The city and the Iowa City Police Officers' Association are negotiating for a contract that will take effect July 1, as of this month. This year, police worked for 30 days before a contract was agreed, and the two contracts before that were signed only after lengthy arbitration.

As police met, they said this year's contract talks were progressing more smoothly than in previous years. The police department, however, said this year's negotiations were more demanding and the two parties are now in the final stages of the process.

The union and the city both admitted they would like to settle quickly, but the city is advising its police officers to hold out for a longer contract.

"There are still a lot of people on the bargaining table," city spokesman John Kinsella said. "We're concerned about the possibility of an extended negotiation process."

Firefighters, city agree to tentative 7.5% pay raise

By Sharon Dandson
Staff Writer

The city and the City of Iowa City and the firefighters' union have reached a tentative agreement. The agreement includes a 7.5% pay raise for the first year of the contract.

The tentative agreement also includes a 3% increase in the first year of the contract, followed by a 3% increase in the second year.

The City of Iowa City and the firefighters' union have reached an agreement that includes a 7.5% pay raise for the first year of the contract, followed by a 3% increase in the second year.

The city also agreed to a 3% increase in the third year of the contract, followed by a 2% increase in the fourth year.

Youths charged in holdups

By Kevin Cook

Two state juvenile offenders, whose names were not disclosed, were arrested Tuesday in connection with a recent holdup.

The arrests were made following an investigation into the holdup that occurred on Nov. 12 and 14.

The state education department will begin a new program to provide educational opportunities for non-graduates.

The program, titled "Pathway to Success," will offer educational opportunities for non-graduates and will be available at regional centers throughout the state.

The program will provide educational opportunities for non-graduates who are unable to complete their high school education.

WOMEN'S STUDIES

The University of Iowa has established a new department of women's studies.

The department will offer courses in the social sciences, humanities, and arts.

Ronald McDonald, dean of the college of arts and sciences, said the new department will help the university to better serve the needs of women and to promote gender equality.

"The establishment of the department will help us to better understand the needs of women and to provide them with the resources they need to succeed," McDonald said.

The department will offer courses in the areas of gender studies, women's history, and women's culture.

The department's first director will be Mary Johnson, a professor of sociology.

Johnson said the department will bring together faculty from across the university to offer courses that will focus on women's issues.

"We believe that a department of women's studies will help us to better understand the challenges facing women and to provide them with the tools they need to succeed," Johnson said.

The department will be located in the College of Arts and Sciences, in the Henry B. Johnson Building.
Catnap

This cozy fellow seems intent on catching the last rays of Indian summer sun. Leave it to a cat to substitute in a far cost.

**Former UI student files $1 million suit**

A former UI medical student who died from schizophrenia after a one-hour FLASH treatment at a mental health clinic has filed a $1 million suit against the hospital.

The lawsuit, filed in Johnson County District Court, alleged the hospital was negligent in its care of the patient.

The family of the patient, who was treated at the hospital, is seeking a trial by jury.

The suit is the latest in a series of medical malpractice cases filed against the hospital in recent years.

**Holiday hours reported**

Several UI buildings will have modified operating hours during Thanksgiving break.

The Main Library will remain open from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Wednesday and will be closed on Thursday.

The Union will close at 9 p.m. on Wednesday and will re-open Friday at 9:30 a.m.

The Recreation Building will open Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and will be open from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Thursday.

The York Hall Gym and Ruby膜 Gymnasium will be closed for the en-
Tax-exempt bonds

The Iowa City Council is apparently going to help develop James A. Clark, Inc., build apartments at the Brighton Creek development. The proposal last week approved Clark’s request to make the project low-income housing, thus allowing him to build the units.

The council’s action is the latest in a series of developments that has made this project a reality. The first time was even a consideration developer a low-income project likely to be financed under the city’s new low-income housing programs. The second time was due to the hard work of what kind of zoning plan would allow the construction of a multi-family apartment complex in the area where the project would be located. The third time was due to the council having considered the project, thus allowing it to be built.

Religious songs

Religious — mankind’s best-intentioned institution — has been a recurring source of humanity’s worst stupidities.

“Zero option”

In a major policy statement yesterday, President Ronald Reagan has announced that the zero option is now the official policy of the United States.

For years, the United States has relied on economic sanctions and military threats to enforce its will on the world. But Reagan has now announced that the United States will no longer use these tools. Instead, the United States will now use economic sanctions and military threats to force other nations to do what it wants.

Letters

Cultural facilities

This letter is a reference to the theme of the letter written by Mr. D. R. on page 11, written yesterday.

Bicycles on Washington Street

To the editor:

I recently attended the Oct. 26 technical session of the Iowa City Council to discuss the legalities of bicycling through the downtown area. At the hearing held by the City Council, the mayor and city administrator both expressed their concerns about the possible impact of bicycle traffic on Washington Street.

In addition, the mayor noted that the city is already facing difficulties with the increasing number of bicyclists, and he predicted that this trend will continue to increase.

The city council is currently considering a proposal to ban bicycles on Washington Street.

The mayor and city administrator both expressed their agreement with this proposal, citing safety concerns as their primary reason.

The proposal to ban bicycles on Washington Street is currently being reviewed by the city council. The final decision will be made after further discussion and consideration.
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Nader pursues female equality

By Scott Sonier

Change in the women's movement has prompted the National League of Women Voters to allocate more funds to education, according to Laura Nader, a delegate from Illinois. Women's rights activists now want more money to educate women on the problems of the group and the issues that are important to the women's movement.

"Women are the majority of registered voters and must be educated on the issues that affect them and their families," Nader said.

Women are also interested in the cultural values influence their status, she said. "We have a goal here that the money works to be increased," Nader said.

Nader said, "The money must work toward increasing the status of women in the community, and toward that end, we need to hold responsible for raising the status of women.

Cultural attitudes about the role of women are also part of what Nader wants, except that she needed the gate to let these senators in, without saying a few words of her own.

"We want to play an active role in the community," Nader said. "We need to understand the issues that concern the women of the group, and the status of women in our community."

Women in the United States have always been here with a goal in their hearts, and they didn't leave in their own words.

"In the United States, an individual woman is viewed as separate from agriculture, and they don't have an active role in the community," Nader said. "We want to understand the issues that concern the women of the group, and the status of women in our community."

 agent outreach may be hard to verify

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The leader of the National Organization for Women, an Illinois lawyer, said that the organization would not support the 1980 Democratic candidate for the U.S. Senate. "The organization is committed to the women's movement and the status of women in the community," Nader said.
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"We want to play an active role in
European welcomes Reagan arms plan

WASHINGTON (UPI) - West European leaders, welcoming the Reagan administration's move to seek the elimination of the medium-range missiles in Soviet Union, described it as a "proposability" plan that went far beyond previous effort.

The Soviet news agency TASS said the position Reagan outlined "strongly advocated" and the advocate for her disabled group of employees.

The numbers released as part of Reagan's report for new budget gaps in the business indexes, and that in the current work, but also in the current work, the public spending dropped.

The broadcast concerned to the Department of Social Services, evaluating the Department of Social Services, evaluating the Department of Social Services, evaluating the Department of Social Services.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan was told Wednesday he must support a $20 billion reduction in military aid. The offer was made by the Senate Appropriations Committee chairman, Sen. Howard Baker, R-Tenn., in an amendment to the military aid bill. Reagan was told the amendment would be ruled out on the Senate floor, but he accepted it as a condition for a vote on the bill.

The Senate Appropriations Committee has been lobbying Reagan to support the bill, which would cut aid to Egypt and Saudi Arabia. The White House has been resistant to the cuts, but Reagan is under increasing pressure from both sides of the aisle to support the bill.

The amendment would cut aid to Egypt by $10 billion and to Saudi Arabia by $10 billion. Reagan is expected to announce his support for the amendment later today.

Reagan's budget cut plans lack support

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Senate Appropriations Committee has released its report on the fiscal year 1982 budget, calling for cuts in military spending and the elimination of the MX missile program.

The committee's report, released today, calls for cuts in military spending, including a $5 billion reduction in the MX missile program. The committee also calls for the elimination of the MX missile program, which is currently under construction.

The report was released by Sen. Howard Baker, R-Tenn., chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee.

"The Senate Appropriations Committee has been very clear in its opposition to the MX missile program," Baker said in a statement. "We believe the money spent on the MX missile program would be better spent on other defense priorities."
Amateur joker: catch a falling star, or two

By Eric Grossman
San Antonio Express-News

"Shay, let's do this — you still owe me on the occasion of the promotion. You've got to buy me a shirt." I call out to Shay, a fellow member of the "SCTV" theater. "What's that, Meyer, coordinator of everything's terrific, We named our society "Amateur Joker" anyway. You're not going to let's do this — you call me Bob had a funny idea about an instant "amateur joker" so he could play a prop in a sketch. We went on a shopping spree for props: Tequila, Drinks 4-6, BURGER PALACE, BREAKFAST, ANVIR:R:ME.

"They should. " Monday night arrives. When did we let's do this — you call me Bob had a funny idea about an instant "amateur joker" so he could play a prop in a sketch. We went on a shopping spree for props: Tequila, Drinks 4-6, BURGER PALACE, BREAKFAST, ANVIR:R:ME.

In Bubble l, Drinks 4-6 stepped on the stage and I realized we were in a crash, you decide to make it a flashy one, but we didn't have any props. The audience was laughing at "SCTV". Then the "SCTV" actor, or two Southern rockabilly group brought us a guitar and a microphone, people started singing with the box tops. Tav Falco's "SCTV" actor, or two Southern rockabilly group brought us a guitar and a microphone, people started singing with the box tops. Tav Falco's..."
T.G.I.F. Movies on campus

When the Chords Fall By: Steven Viner Featuring: Hunter Tavoularis and Will Ferrell - Screening time: 10:30 p.m.

\[\text{Details and Times} \]

I.C. a jazz haven; interest on upsingw

By Frank Voss

Singer/songwriter

Jazz is more than just music—it's a feeling, a sound, a passion.

And here in Iowa City, the musical scene is alive and well. With local venues like the Cellar, The Daily Iowan, and the Civic Center, there's no shortage of opportunities to experience the upsingw of jazz.

Interest in jazz is on the rise, with more and more people discovering its timeless beauty. The Iowa City chapter of the National Association of Jazz Clubs is working to introduce new listeners to the genre, and their efforts are paying off.

The Internal facebook group, which boasts hundreds of members, has been instrumental in spreading the word about jazz. The group hosts regular events and discussions aimed at reaching out to new listeners.

And it's not just about the music. Jazz is a lifestyle, a way of life. That's why the Iowa City chapter is partnering with the City of Iowa City to host a series of jazz-themed events, including concerts, workshops, and jam sessions.

So if you're a jazz lover or just curious about what all the buzz is about, come out and experience the upsingw of jazz in Iowa City. You won't be disappointed.
Mangione: 'Destined to play flugelhorn''

By J. Johnson

Church Magazine, speaking over the last phase between Iowa City and Dubuque, I.A., linked itself in to the news of what was going to happen in the world of music. The 13-student University of Iowa jazz band has discovered a new member who is destined to play flugelhorn.

"I'm not sure how we did it," said Mike Lounge, the new band member. "But I'm glad it worked out."

"It's a world of opportunity and it's there," said Lounge. "You should be glad to be a part of it."

"In music," said Lounge, "you have a special sense of freedom. You can play with your friends and it's fun.""
Fry: Iowa relaxed
The Iowa Hawkeyes,Lodi's sporting goods dealer, and Bambi, the toy store's cherished tart, met during what turned out to be a pleasant Sunday afternoon, as they prepared for Saturday's contest with Michigan State.

After the Hawkeyes' 12-12 victory over the Buckeyes, sporting goods store owner Bambi was in a relaxed mood.

"I'm sorry, I can't talk about the game. I'm just enjoying the weekend," she said. "But I'm really looking forward to the game on Saturday."

Fry is still worried about the Buckeyes' current win streak and how they'll fare in the Big Ten.

"I hope they do well," Fry said. "It's always difficult to come in second, however."
Women cagers heading West for tournament

By Mark Baker

Iowa Head Women's Basketball Coach Judy McMullen undoubtedly has a special incentive in taking her squad to California to compete in the Intercollegiate Quiz Game. McMullen is expected to start guards Linda Andrews and Angie Law, forwards Donna Friedman and McMullen, and center Kim Reardon. But she said all 11 players will slowly of usefulness during the tournaments.

IOWA IS GUARANTEED three games, playing one per day. But if you're a gambler, regardless of your predicted score. Does any sports writer in the state have Washington State at Washington (7-3) as a favorite? The Bucceys (7-1-1) will receive a coupon booklet.

In-Season Snacks/Drinks

Next in line

Women's assistant wrestling coach. Iowa's first home dual meet of the season is Saturday, November 115, at 2:30 PM. The wrestling line-up includes several new faces with everyone having an up-tempo week of practice.
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Navy is foe for Hawks in Memphis

By Joe Cristensen
Sports Editor

Iowa's football team, not so long ago, is headed for the Liberty Bowl to play Kansas State. The Hawkeyes won the conference title and will take on the Wildcats in Memphis on Friday, December 28. The Hawkeyes are locked into the Liberty Bowl.

Placed in Memphis, Tia, at Dear, the Liberty Bowl will start at 7 p.m. Iowa would receive between $38,000 and $50,000 for the game, unless it plays in the Rose Bowl. West Virginia: $8,100 out. Memphis: $12,800 east. Memorial Stadium, at the site of the game.

NAVification is an option as an offset for two reasons. The first is the new television contract the Liberty Bowl is now negotiating, which could result in a better offer. The game will be broadcast live from Iowa City, and perhaps the Navy will receive significant revenue from home broadcasts.

George Davidson said the squad is once again eligible for the Bowl because the team faces Dartmouth. The Big Ten's opponent in the Rose Bowl, the Wildcats, played the Hawkeyes in the Rose Bowl last year.

The Wildcats have defeated the Hawkeyes in the last three meetings, and the team is hoping for a trip to the Rose Bowl.

"Our players played the Wildcats very well on their turf", said Davidon. "They could see the lesson remain on their way this year.
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